A Page in a Book
Loving the Local Library
From ancient times when clay tablets and scrolls were collected together for scholarly use
to today’s immense digital collections, libraries have evolved into vital collection points
for science, history, culture and stories that reflect the human experience. As perhaps the
most inquisitive humans of all, children are important patrons of our modern libraries. Free
and entertaining, today’s libraries strive to provide exciting opportunities that introduce
new readers to their collections. The following titles celebrate the library and its welcoming
service to every young mind in search of stories - old and new.

Willy’s Stories

by Anthony Browne (Candlewick Press)
Every week, Willy passes through the doors that send him on amazing adventures. Told in the first
person, the main character, Willy, uses each two-page spread to relate his personalized adventures
that launched from behind those doors, each tale left open-ended with an opportunity for the reader to
contribute their thoughts on the action. Inspired by tales from the famous authors of children’s literature, each narrative offers a taste of stories that demand further exploration and invite readers to pass
through ‘the doors’ near them. Without mentioning the word ‘library’ once, Browne’s rich storytelling and
illustrations easily convey the wellspring of stories that launch Willy’s flights of imagination - and where
young readers can also find the ultimate source of adventure.

A Big Surprise for Little Card

by Charise Mericle Harper, Illustrated by Anna Raff (Candlewick)
Living among fellow cards who each have a very specialized task, Little Card is eager for the day when
he discovers what job he will be selected to perform. When Little Card is sent to Happy Birthday Card
school for training, he’s elated to learn all the tricks of the celebration trade. But a mix-up in assignments reveals that Little Card was not supposed to be a Birthday Card and he’s whisked away to a
building full of books to perform his true task. While his loud “Happy Birthday” shout must be muted,
Little Card soon discovers that the fun activities and the rainbow of books in his new environment offer
all new adventures to celebrate. An ideal introduction to kids who are about to receive their first library
card, this title also offers a gentle primer on best behaviors in a library setting.

The New LiBEARian

by Alison Donald, Illustrated by Alex Willmore (Clarion / Houghton Mifflin Harcourt)
The children are all in place for storytime at the library, but Ms. Merryweather who reads the stories is
late. Restless and ready for a story, the assembled kids disperse to find their missing storyteller. Ranging
through the maze of bookshelves they discover paw prints leading to the librarian’s desk (which is sticky
with honey). And sitting in Ms. Merryweather’s chair is a new librarian, a big character covered in fur
with not much to say. The kids clamor for a story but the new librarian’s storytelling style consists mostly
of roars, growls and stomping. When Ms. Merryweather returns, apologizing for her delay, she’s ready
to read ‘Goldilocks and the Three Bears’ to the children. But the picture book is missing one of its most
important characters! With a sweet twist at the end for observant fans of fables and storytime, ‘The New
Libearian’ offers a wink and a nod to the immersive nature of group storytelling at the library.
Find more reading recommendations at www.PageBookMedia.com.
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Coding Fun for
Digital Age Kids

Recommending the Best Toys
and Products for Kids

Toys and games offer maximum value when they teach new skills,
when they stretch muscles both physical and mental. With more of
our everyday lives connected to computers, apps and smart technology, the future is increasingly dictated by code. Introducing the basic
concepts of coding to children not only gives them an early advantage in the future jobs landscape, but also teaches critical thinking
skills, problem solving and tenacity. Coding also offers kids a sense
of empowerment when they begin to grasp and implement the basics of coding, as they learn the secrets that drive the software, apps
and websites they use everyday. The following items are entertaining
introductions to coding for kids with an eye on the future.

by Gerry Paige Smith

COJI: The Coding
Robot Toy

Code & Go Robot
Mouse Activity Set

Before they dig into actual
coding languages, kids can explore
programming the COJI robot with a
language they already understand...
emoji! Combining emoticons and
other familiar electronic symbols with arrows and images, youngsters
can use this universal language to control their COJI. Using a smartphone or tablet with the COJI app, kid quickly pick up the way to
‘code’ commands that will have the robot moving, sounding off, and
responding with emoji on its screen ‘face’. Just like with any coding,
much of the process is trial-and-error, but COJI’s hilarious responses
to mistakes will keep kids engaged while they master their troubleshooting skills. Not limited to device engagement, COJI can operate
without the app or after screen time has ended. Accessible for kids
regardless of reading level or math skills, COJI: The Coding Robot
Toy is an early coding confidence builder!

While the irony of teaching code with a
mouse isn’t lost on parents who depended on
a mouse before touch screens arrived, the notion of coding a ‘mouse’ to navigate a maze is
perfect for engaging kids as they program their
way to success. Using a customizable maze
board with walls and tunnels, the simple controls on the back of the
mouse lets users plan its path. This coding set includes 16 maze grids,
22 maze walls, 3 tunnels, 30 double-sided coding cards, 10 doublesided activity cards, cheese wedge, and activity guide to provide a
hands-on introduction to coding concepts. Young coders can also take
the action off grid, creating original obstacles and paths with pillows,
toys or anything the Code & Go Mouse can scoot around. Excellent for
cultivating children’s ability to estimate distance and predict outcomes,
each new coding of the robot mouse builds confidence and gets them
one step closer to programming their own path to a bright future!

(Wowee)

(Learning Resources)

Future Coders
Poppin’ Pictures

Let’s Go Code

(Learning Resources)
The youngest set can dip their toes
into the world of coding in a non-digital
way, free of electronic screens with the
Let’s Go Code game! Using double-sided
pictorial ‘coding cards’ kids can plan their
desired path and formulate the strategic moves that will get them to their destination. The cards dictate
the players’ actions, their forward strides, pivots and other moves
“coded” to get them to the finish. Featuring 16 EVA foam mats, 20
coding cards, and fun die-cut pieces, the set includes a full-color
guide with a coding overview and maze examples to get kids started.
Flexing physical and mental muscles, this engaging exercise in basic
coding is a fun and forward-thinking introduction to programming for
the kindergarten set!

(Alex Toys)

Described in broad strokes, code is
a representation of something else. While
it may seem incomprehensible in its basic
form, code can translate into a recognizable element when it reaches its end point.
Future Coders Poppin’ Pictures demonstrates this process using a series
of coded tiles. Using a suction cup pen, kids follows a coded ‘map’ as
they place tiles onto a grid in a variety of configurations. When complete,
the correctly placed tiles resolve into a picture. It’s a great introduction
to representational thinking while fostering concentration and patience.
Supporting important pre-programming skills like sequencing and analytical thinking, Poppin’ Pictures offers right-brain fun seasoned with some
rigorous left-brain exercises.

Gerry Paige Smith is a syndicated columnist recommending the best products for kids and their families. Discover more at www.PageBookMedia.com
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